
ACADEMIC HONESTY 
 

If you do work that’s reasonably good, GIS will give you passing grades for it. GIS won’t give you passing 

grades for work that other people have done. And GIS teachers will get very annoyed if you hand in work 

by others that you pretend you have done, or even work by others that you carelessly let them think that 

you have done. 

 

Doing your own work 

• What you hand in as your work must be by you, not by a classmate, your sister, a paid service, etc. 

• What you hand in must have been written specifically for the purpose (and not just adapted for it, 

perhaps from an assignment you did for some other course). 

• If you paste material (facts, analyses, comments) into your work from elsewhere, you must clearly 

indicate which material comes from exactly where. 

• If you quote anyone’s text, you must make this clear: via quotation marks, “    ”. 

In your 100-level skills courses, you’ll learn exactly how to be honest and exactly how to appear honest. 

But you already know what quotation marks are for: use them where appropriate. As for the rest, 

improvise. (Examine how published academic work cites other published academic work, and use it as a 

model.) While you’re in your first year, your teachers are likely to forgive lack of skill in attributing and 

quoting. They won’t forgive laziness or deception. That has a name: plagiarism. Study is to plagiarism 

what shopping is to shoplifting. 

 

Honesty elsewhere 

• A classmate asks you for help? Then help, if you can. But “help” doesn’t include doing their homework 

for them, or even doing parts of it. 

• While you’re taking an exam, no looking at your phone, no copying others’ papers, etc. 

• Did/do you have to be late or absent? Explain, as early as you can. But don’t fake it. 

 

So what are the risks? 

If you plagiarize or cheat, you can fail the assignment, the exam, or the entire course. The teacher can 

have you interviewed by the Dean, Deputy Dean, or both. And you can even be suspended or expelled 

from the university. 

 

Avoid cheating and the suspicion of cheating 

• While you are making notes, distinguish carefully between quoted text and your own summary or 

paraphrase. 

• Summarize or paraphrase (in your own words) wherever possible. Summarize/paraphase thoroughly: 

don’t just tinker here and there. 

• Identify the source of any quotation, information, or idea. Be precise. 

• Use quotation marks around a writer’s exact words. 

• Not saying that material is by somebody else implies that it’s by you. Before handing in an assignment, 

check that any wording that isn’t yours, or any idea that isn’t yours, is clearly attributed to its creator(s). 

• When wondering how carefully to describe exactly which part of your writing comes from exactly 

where, do so more carefully. 

 

Avoid any ‘need’ to cheat 

Think ahead. Give yourself enough time for study: for understanding, for writing, and for revising. When 

you don’t understand the lecturer or the reading material, ask. 

 

If you’re ever in a panic and cheating starts to look like a solution, stop. Talk to the teacher, or go to the 

Student Counseling Office (学生相談室, gakusei sōdanshitsu) – and do this earlier rather than later. 

 
If you’d like to read the university’s regulations (in Japanese) about cheating 

and much more, they’re at http://tinyurl.com/hosei-gakusoku 
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Taking (stealing) the work, words or ideas of others and 
submitting them as your own. 

Plagiarism

• Copying/“borrowing” someone else’s homework, and
submitting it as your own.

• Submitting as your own a paper written for you by
someone else.

• Submitting as your own a paper you bought online.

Academic Honesty: In and Out of the Classroom



• Copy-pasting and submitting as your own material you   
got online or from print sources.

The Japan Times
“Why Chinese tourists love Japan”
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SHANGHAI – There’s no lack of good 
will in China toward Japan. The warm 
diplomatic relationship between 
Beijing and Tokyo is matched by 
occasional expressions of deep 
interest by the Chinese public.
In September, the tenth Japan-China 
Public Opinion Poll (a joint effort by 
Chinese and Japanese organizations) 
showed that nearly 70 percent of 
Chinese had a favorable opinion of 
Japan, with 57.3 percent claiming
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You will learn to 
summarize, to use 
quotations, to cite 

your source of 
information:

author, article title, 
publication name, 
date, URL.


